OPERATIONAL RISK

Preventing Fraud
in ‘Reel’ Time
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••This

report on a recent RMA
Operational Risk Discussion Group
confirms that fraud is growing and
difficult to control. Like the characters
in two popular Hollywood films,
fraudsters find the weak spots in
the system.
by
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Two enduring but very different motion pictures can teach
us much about operational risks, including fraud prevention.
In The Hunt for Red October, Sean Connery’s character, Captain
Marko Ramius, says other Soviet submarines aren’t a problem
for him because he has trained the other skippers and knows
their tactics. Meanwhile, Bill Murray’s character in Groundhog
Day plots an armored-car heist by watching the guards’ exact
movements day after day. He even counts down the seconds
until the cash is vulnerable. Both films illustrate the power of
exploiting gaps in systems.

At a meeting of the RMA Operational Risk Discussion Group
(ORMDG), hosted at the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, fraud was a hot topic of discussion. In show-of-hands
polls, attendees reinforced the notion that fraud is growing in
most institutions, that many frauds continue for several years
without being detected, and that institutions are struggling to
stem the losses.
Then came the big question: Why is getting a handle on
fraud so vexing? The discussion turned to how fraud departments are organized and what their staff members do. It
soon became clear that fraud departments are staffed largely
by people with audit, compliance, and investigative skills.
These capabilities are tuned primarily to preparing paper
trails that are turned over to law enforcement and litigators
for prosecution and recovery.
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Next on the agenda were public survey findings on
methods of fraud detection. Given that many frauds are
detected through tip lines, by law enforcement after the fact,
or internally almost by accident, the group concurred that
fraud detection was a significant problem for institutions
(the exception is cyber fraud, where technology to combat
the threat is more readily available). The methods of detection employed for internal frauds are traditional techniques
such as segregation of duties and mandated vacations. For
external frauds, more checking of paperwork is required.
These techniques were used by fraud team members with
audit and compliance control skills.
Setting aside the matter of detecting fraud earlier, the
question remained: Why is fraud so difficult to prevent? So
the dig continued. We asked how the findings of completed
fraud investigations were used internally. Some findings
were circulated widely as bullets in larger operational risk
reports (without certainty that they were actually read),
others were distributed on a limited basis, and others
were shared very little. Institutions rarely had a formal
post-incident review process that drove findings back into
product-process improvements. No institution could say
it did this in a systematic way for all incidents and that it
followed up to ensure changes were made. A few attendees
with quality-improvement backgrounds are attempting to
make this a reality in their organizations.
The lack of a continual improvement process is clearly
a gap. However, even if a feedback loop is in place, the
findings are still driven after the fact and around a limited
set of detection methods.
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At this point, one attendee contributed a different perspective from his background in information security. To
keep a computer virus-free or prevent worse infiltration,
security professionals use a proactive approach. Their skills
and techniques are based on years of working in cyber security and addressing broader adversary-based threats. They
view the thing being defended (a data center or your laptop)
as a set of capabilities with varying degrees of strength (and
the flip side, vulnerabilities) measured against an attacker
with its own capabilities. This approach seeks to save time
and money by creating better product processes that can
be managed more easily to achieve business objectives:
improve customer service (increase market share, improve
loyalty), grow profitable revenue, avoid market conduct
violations, and prevent fraud.
Because the analyses take a systems approach focused on
improving business performance, it is natural to approach
product processes in the same way. As with information
security, this is the way the real world works. Simply put,
the world is a contest of capabilities in an environment.
In this context, fraud is simply the successful exploitation
of a gap in a product process, just as a football player scores
by exploiting a gap in the defense, a hacker exploits an unpatched computer, or Bill Murray’s character in Groundhog
Day knows when the armored-car cash is vulnerable. Fraud
prevention requires reviewing product processes using a
systematic approach that doesn’t miss the gaps, drawing
on three sources: 1) the benchmark in product management processes for the past two decades from the product
management literature, 2) the files of the FBI’s financial

Because
the analyses

in this volume take a systems approach
focused on improving business performance,
it is natural to approach product processes in
the same way. As with information security,
this is the way the real world works.
crime reports, and 3) regulatory analysis of market conduct
problems. The result is a streamlined process that can design
and manage better product processes to improve customer
service, grow profitable revenue, prevent fraud, and avoid
market conduct problems.
The core approach is proven, practical, and refined over
two decades, with roots that go back much farther. While
some frauds use higher-tech tools, there is little that is dramatically new in the FBI crime or market conduct files.
So why do fraud teams struggle? The answer came back to
the sharp contrast between the typical people skills (documentation, controls, and audit) and the needed people skills
for prevention (analyzing changing and complex systems,
thinking like attackers, and spotting gaps). Further, the
typical methods and techniques are badly matched to fraud
prevention. Finally, the organizational approach (investigators in isolation versus active members of integrated product
teams) is out of whack. What is good for one purpose
(documenting cases for trial) hurts another purpose (fraud
prevention). This explains much about the struggle to contain fraud: We lack balanced skills and approaches.
In moving toward a better approach, two questions have
been raised:
1. Isn’t it unreasonable for fraud teams to really understand
the details of all our product processes? There are three answers.
First, every employee should “know the business.” Second,
banks generally need to strengthen product processes that
have slipped over the past 10 years owing to everything
from market changes and mergers to loss of knowledge
through layoffs. Third, fraud team members (and ops risk

managers) don’t need to be the experts, but they do need
to bring fraud awareness to product team meetings and at
least know more than attackers know.
2. Why bother? Can’t we just eat the cost of fraud as an
“expected loss” and “cost of doing business”? This view is based
on two assumptions: first, that the bottom-line profit is
sufficient and can take the loss. Recent hits to the bonus
pool, not to mention earnings, should shock employees
out of this perception. Second, prevention is cheaper than
you think, if better approaches are used. This is why the
one-pass approach to improved product management seeks
to address profitability, fraud, and market conduct all at
the same time.
The question for operational risk managers is this: Why
can’t we get out of the regulatory compliance rut and join
the real world? At the San Francisco ORMDG meeting,
several participants observed that most of what has been
done in operational risk in the past five to 10 years is
wrong—a waste of time and money. It’s merely compliance paperwork, not real risk management. Proven and
practical lessons are available. You have an opportunity
to seize those lessons to make your life easier and deliver
more business benefit. v
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